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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a new method for taking into account the spatial information in image categorization. More
specifically, we remove the loss of spatial information in Bag
of Words related methods by computing the image signature
over specific regions selected by object detectors. We propose
to select the detectors using Multiple Kernel Learning techniques. We carry out experiments on the well known VOC
2007 dataset, and show our semantic pooling obtains promising results.
Index Terms— Image classification, Image representation, Object detection, Statistical learning
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we are interested in image categorization and
more specifically in taking spatial information into account
in the categorization pipeline. Most image categorization
systems rely on computing a vector signature from the content of the image, followed by a classification algorithm
using machine learning techniques [1]. The most successful approaches are refinement of the Bag of Words (BoW)
model [2]. In the BoW model, local visual descriptors are extracted from the image and aggregated in a single vector using
a codebook of descriptor prototypes. The codebook is usually computed by clustering a large set of randomly sampled
descriptors. In the literature, there are many methods that
enrich the BoW representation at the coding step, with sparse
coding [3, 4], or with a vectorial representation, as done in
Fisher Vectors [5]. It is also possible to improve the pooling
step, as proposed with BossaNova [6, 7]. In [8], the authors
propose to measure the deviation of second order moments
between the descriptors of the image and the codebook.
As the aggregation mostly involves a statistical analysis
of the set of extracted descriptors, the spatial information
(i.e., the localization of the descriptors) is usually lost in the
process. Some methods have been proposed to retain some
of the spatial information, like in Spatial Pyramid Matching
(SPM) [9] or in Spatial Coordinate Coding (SCC) [10]. However, most of these methods are not invariant to the layout of
the objects in the image (e.g., an image with the object on

bottom left barely matches with an image where the object is
on the top right).
In this paper, we propose to incorporate spatial information in the image categorization pipeline by taking into account the semantic layout of the images. Our main contribution is a new image categorization method using semantic
pooling regions on which a signature is computed. These regions are obtained using object detectors and are thus associated with a semantic concept. Building on a kernel framework, we propose to select the relevant regions using Multiple
Kernel Learning [11].
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we
present recent approaches to incorporate spatial information
in image categorization systems based on BoW. Then, we
present our method and discuss its advantages over existing
approaches. In Section 4, we present experiments on the well
known Pascal VOC 2007 dataset [12] and show our approach
is indeed very competitive, before we conclude in the last section.
2. RELATED WORK
The general principle of the BoW model is as follows: First, a
set of local visual descriptors such as HOG [13] or SIFT [14]
is extracted from the image, either using keypoints detectors
or on a dense grid. Let Bi = {dri }r be the set of descriptors
dri extracted from image i. Using a large sample of such descriptors extracted from a wide variety of images, a codebook
of descriptor prototypes {µc } (called visual words) is computed, usually using the k-means clustering algorithm. To
compute the signature, the descriptors of an image are projected on the codebook so as to obtain a single vector. In the
case of the classic BoW, the histogram of occurrences of the
visual words is computed, which amounts to computing the
number of descriptors assigned to each visual word.
There are several popular extensions of Bow with the aim
to improve the corresponding similarity. For example, the
authors of BossaNova [15] propose to estimate the distribution of descriptors for each visual word by computing the histogram of distances to the center of the cluster. In [16], the
authors propose to model the deviation between the codebook
and the descriptors of the image by computing for each visual

word c the difference between the visual word and the mean
of the descriptors assigned to it:
X
(dri − µc ),
(1)
xci =
dri ∈Cc

with Cc = {dri |µc = arg mink kdri − µk k}. The resulting
VLAD signature is then the concatenation of all deviations
xci for all visual words c. In [17], the authors propose to
extend the VLAD by computing the deviation of second order
moments for each cluster c:
X
(dri − µc )(dri − µc )> − τc ,
xci =
(2)
dri ∈Cc

with τc beeing the covariance matrix of cluster c. The resulting VLAT signature is the concatenation of all such matrices,
where only the upper part is kept thanks to symmetry. Fisher
Vectors [18] also consider second order deviation, albeit with
respect to a Gaussian mixture model of the descriptors space.
In all the presented signatures, the spatial layout of the
descriptors is lost during the aggregation. To overcome this
drawback and retain some of the spatial information, the authors of [9] propose to split the image on a regular and recursive grid and then to compute a signature for each of such
regions. Using the formalism of Mercer kernels, the method
is called Spatial Pyramid Kernel (SPK). The full signature is
simply the concatenation of the signatures obtained for all regions, or equivalently the sum of corresponding kernels. The
SPK is shown to have good results on scene classification.
The main drawback of this approach is the lack of invariance
with respect to the layout of the image. In fact, the position of
the object to be classified has a strong influence since differently located regions of the image are never compared. Moreover, the size of the signature is multiplied by the number of
regions, which makes SPM prohibitive with large dictionaries.
To overcome the size problem, the authors of [10] propose
to integrate the spatial coordinates of the descriptors into the
codebook by performing Spatial Coordinate Coding (SCC).
As a result, the visual words are localized within the image
and thus encode some spatial information. However, the same
criticism concerning the layout holds as images containing the
same object will lead to different representations.
Finally, in [19] the authors propose to use the scores of a
set of detectors to compute the signature. In this case, each
component of the signature corresponds to the confidence in
that a detected region of the image contains the object. Such
signatures are indeed invariant to the position of the object
in the image, since they consider the image as the result of a
semantic composition (i.e., the image is composed of the detected object). However, the regions corresponding to the object are never directly compared, which means that two very
dissimilar regions of the same detected object will lead to a
high similarity between their respective images.

3. PROPOSED METHOD
Let φ : Bi → xi be the function computing a signature xi
from the set of descriptors Bi extracted from image i. Examples of such functions are VLAD [20], VLAT [17], Fisher
Vectors [18] or BossaNova [15]. Let now restrain the set Bi
to BRi containing only the descriptors whose spatial coordinates belong to a region R of the image, and call φR : BRi →
xRi the corresponding signature function. Let us call R a
pooling region.
The pooling region R can be defined with a static layout
as it is the case with SPK. In that case, only the descriptors
whose coordinates are within the range defined by R are considered, independently of the content of the image. As such
pooling regions do not encode any semantic information, we
propose to use a detection step to select R. We consider a
detector providing the bounding boxes corresponding to all
region of the image containing the specified concept. Popular examples of such detectors include person detector, face
detector or the latent models of [21]. We propose to use only
the bounding box corresponding to the maximum score of detection. In the case the specified concept is not present in the
image, we propose to use the region with the maximum likelihood of containing the object. Examples of semantic regions
are shown on Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Examples of semantic regions detected using [21].
Each selected region is corresponding to the maximum output
of a specific object detector. For example, the region labeled
aeroplane corresponds to the region of the image that is the
most likely to host an aeroplane. In this example, only the
objects boat and person are in the image.
φR defines an explicit kernel function kR (·, ·) measuring
the similarity between any two images i and j, based on signatures computed on the corresponding pooling region R in i
and j:
kR (i, j) = hφR (BRi ), φR (BRj )i
(3)
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Fig. 2. Overview of our strategy: the 3 main steps are represented. First, the using of detectors in order to get a fixed number
of regions. Second, the computation of the region signature using a VLAT strategy. And finally, the use of specific kernels for
each region signatures. This representation is then combined with a classifier in order to get the labels for the input image.
When several detectors are available, we propose to define the
similarity between two images as a linear combination of the
kernel corresponding to the associated pooling regions:
k(i, j) =

X

βR kR (i, j),

(4)

R

with βR the weights associated with each pooling region R.
A baseline approach would be to assign uniform weights,
leading to the average kernel. Remark the SPK is a special
case of our formalism where the pooling regions are obtained
by a regular and recursive grid splitting of the entire image
domain.
In order to improve the results, we propose to learn the
weights associated with each kernel (i.e., each pooling region)
using Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) [11]. MKL consists
in learning jointly the classifier and the kernel combination,
by solving the following optimization problem:

min max
β

α
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∀R, βR ≥ 0
P
R βR = 1

(6)

∀i, 0 ≤ αi yi ≤ C

(8)

(7)

Such problem can be solved using off the shelf algorithms
like [22]. Remark the `1 norm constraint on β enforces a
sparsity pattern in the kernel weights which is akin to perform
kernel selection. The whole process is shown in Figure 2.
In the case of SPK, the kernel selection dos not make a
lot of sense unless the dataset has a bias in the position of
some objects (i.e., cars are always on the bottom of the images). However, with our semantic pooling regions, we argue
the kernel selection is able to filter out the objects which are
uncorrelated with the considered category. Since many detectors are irrelevant for a given category, the kernel selection
allows to get rid of the corresponding noisy features. This

has the mechanical effect that the global similarity is computed mainly with signatures corresponding to regions of the
image whose contents are highly correlated with the considered category. Moreover, the semantic pooling regions and
the associated kernel selection allows invariance with respect
to the localization of relevant objects within the image, which
was not the case with SPK or SCC. Finally, although MKL
introduces an overhead in computational complexity during
the learning step, it produces less pooling regions than SPK
and thus leads to less computational complexity in inference.
4. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluated our method on the well known VOC 2007
dataset [12], consisting of about 10k images with 20 classes.
To compute the signatures, we used the method proposed
in [17] with HOG descriptors sampled every 3 pixels at 4
scales. The visual codebook was set to 64 visual words,
which led to high dimensional signatures. To ease the computation, we compressed the VLAT using the method of [24].
The MKL was trained using JKernelMachines [25].
For the spatial pooling, we performed a baseline SPM
with the 1 × 1, 2 × 2, 3 × 1 configuration (which we denote
p thereafter). For our semantic pooling, we use the detectors
of [21] trained on the train set only, leading to 20 pooling
regions.
We show the results in Table 2. The Baseline VLAT without spatial information performs reasonably well at 57.9% of
mAP. Adding spatial information by concatenating the signatures obtained by the different regions leads to a small improvement both for the pyramid pooling (pVLAT: 59.0% of
mAP) and the semantic pooling (sVLAT: 58.4% of mAP). Using MKL to learn the combination of the pooling regions for
the pyramid also leads to slight improvements (pMKL: 59.7%
of mAP). On the contrary, using MKL to select the semantic
pooling regions (sMKL) leads to a significant improvement
at 63.2% of mAP. When combining both pyramid and seman-

spMKL
FV [1]
VLAT [23]
Detector [19]
Det+BNFV [19]
spMKL
FV [1]
VLAT [23]
Detectors [19]
Det+BNFV [19]

plane
78.0
79.0
80.3
64.7
80.8
d-table
62.5
58.4
57.8
52.4
66.6

bicycle
73.5
67.4
72.2
75.6
78.8
dog
47.5
44.8
46.5
34.2
49.7

bird
45.6
51.9
51.4
32.1
55.4
horse
79.7
78.8
81.1
76.9
83.4

boat
70.0
70.9
71.4
62.7
73.8
m-bike
71.5
70.8
70.3
68.1
74.7

bottle
45.2
30.8
28.1
48.2
52.2
person
86.7
85.0
86.8
87.7
89.8

bus
71.1
72.2
72.1
70.3
76.6
p-plant
41.6
31.7
30.8
36.6
37.9

car
83.0
79.9
81.6
83.8
86.4
sheep
51.4
51.0
41.2
44.4
50.7

cat
62.5
61.4
63.1
49.3
64.1
sofa
61.9
56.4
54.0
51.8
64.1

chair
55.2
56.0
54.4
57.2
62.1
train
81.2
80.2
84.1
71.3
80.9

cow
47.8
49.6
47.5
48.4
55.2
tv
63.7
57.5
54.9
63.8
68.9

mAP
64.0
61.7
61.5
59.0
67.6

Table 1. Detailed results on VOC 2007 and comparison with recent methods, in terms of average precision.
tic regions to the selection performed by MKL (spMKL), we
obtain a mAP of 64.0%.

mAP (%)
mAP(%)

VLAT
57.9
spMKL
64.0

pVLAT
59.0
pMKL
59.7

sVLAT
58.4
sMKL
63.2

Table 2. Results on VOC 2007 in mean Average Precision
(mAP).
Table 1 shows the comparison of the approach with recent
results from the literature, and shows that our method performs often better than existing systems that do not take into
account the spatial information. This is especially the case
for difficult categories like bottle or potted-plant, for which
the improvement is very significant. Compared to the method
of [19] also based on detectors, our method is able to perform much better than the detectors alone, although it does
not reach the results obtained by combining detectors with
Fisher Vectors and Bossa Nova signatures.
In order to analyze the region selection, we show in Figure 3 the weights associated with each semantic region obtained by the MKL. Each row corresponds to the category
being recognized, while the columns stand for the weights of
the corresponding pooling region. For most of the categories,
the full image (all) and the considered category pooling region obtain most of the weight. Some categories obtain significant weights in pooling regions that seem consistent from
the semantic point of view (e.g., pooling dinningtable for the
categories bottle and chair).
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new image categorization system based on a semantic pooling. Contrary to most image
categorization systems, our proposal takes into account the
layout of the images and allows to compare different regions

Fig. 3. MKL weights for each pooling region with respect to
the learned category. Each row corresponds to the category
being classified, while the columns are the pooling regions.
The first column corresponds to the whole image.
of the images based on their semantic content. In order to
meet this goal, our method uses regions extracted by a set of
object detectors and computes well known signatures inside
these regions.
In addition, to select the relevant detectors with respect to a
specific category, we also proposed a kernel framework that
allows the use of Multiple Kernel Learning algorithms. We
made experiments on the well known VOC 2007 dataset and
showed the soundness of the approach.
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